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Toss & catch with 2 hands
Toss & catch with right hand only
Toss & catch with left hand only
Alternate tossing & catching hands (ex. toss with right, catch with left)
Toss & catch at different levels (ex. high, medium, low)
Toss & catch on different body parts (ex. arm, head, shoulder, foot, etc)
Toss, sit down, catch
Toss, clap 1 time, catch (see how many claps you can get)
Toss, spin around (360 turn), catch
Toss, touch the floor, catch
Place scarf on shoelaces, flip it up, catch
Hold scarf on your chest, start running, let go & see how long it will "stick"
Make up your own trick, show it to a friend.  Try each other's trick.
Find a partner.  Stand 3 giant steps apart facing each other.  On the count
of 3, toss your scarf up & try to switch places and catch each other's scarf
before it hits the floor.  If successful, take another step further apart.

Equipment:  1 scarf per student

Setup:  Students spread out in open space.  Each student has 1 scarf.

Directions:  Teacher demonstrates various "tricks" with the scarf and
students are given time to practice and complete the trick as many times as
possible until the next trick is shown.

Juggling Scarves

MANIPULATIVES
SHAPE Standard 1 - Element 16:  Catching

Catching
(Eye-hand coordination)

 
The ability to perform

activities that require tracking
an object with our eyes and

moving our hands into
position to interact with it

(catching).

Many activities we do each
day require some form of
eye-hand coordination.  

 
The more we practice with a
variety of objects, the better

our eye-hand coordination will
become.

I can toss & catch the scarf
successfully in many different

ways.
 

I practice new ways of
catching a scarf without giving

up!


